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Abstract: Developing mechanical metamaterials with programmable properties is an emerging topic 

receiving wide attentions. While the programmability mainly originates from structural multistability in 

previous designed metamaterials, here it is shown that the non-flat-foldable origami provides a new 

platform to achieve programmability via its intrinsic self-locking and reconfiguration capabilities. 

Working with the single-collinear (SC) degree-4 vertex origami tessellation, it is found that each unit 

cell can self-lock at a non-flat configuration and therefore possesses wide design space to program its 

foldability and relative density. Experiments and numerical analyses are combined to demonstrate that 

by switching the deformation modes of the constituent cell from pre-locking folding to post-locking 

pressing, its stiffness experiences a sudden jump, implying a limiting-stopper effect. Such stiffness 

jump is generalized to multi-segment piecewise stiffness profile in a multi-layer model. Furthermore, it 

is revealed that via strategically switching the constituent cells’ deformation modes through passive or 
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active means, the n-layer metamaterial’s stiffness is controllable among 2n target stiffness values. 

Additionally, the piecewise stiffness can also trigger bistable responses dynamically under harmonic 

excitations, highlighting the metamaterial’s rich dynamic performance. These unique characteristics of 

self-locking origami present new paths for creating programmable mechanical metamaterials with in-

situ controllable mechanical properties. 

 

Manuscript 

Mechanical metamaterial has become an important research area due to their unprecedented 

mechanical properties and performance that cannot be obtained in a bulk material. The unusual 

macro-scale properties of metamaterials are primarily determined by purposefully designed small-

scale architectures. For example, the penta-mode metamaterials receive very large bulk modulus but 

very small shear modulus from specially designed conical-beam lattice structure [1,2]; auxetic 

metamaterials with negative Poisson’s ratio are achieved through various re-entrant structures, 

chiral structures, or rotating rigid structures [3–5]; negative stiffness has also become a reality in 

metamaterials by exploiting the instability of the basic structures [6–10]. Recently, developing adaptive 

and programmable mechanical metamaterials and metastructures becomes another emerging area 

that receives wide attention [7,11–17]. The main purpose of this direction is to control the structural 

mechanical behaviors and the associated functionalities through in-prior programming of the design 

or on-line tuning of the configuration.  

In recent investigations, origami has been identified as an ideal platform to implement 

programmability in mechanical metamaterials. Origami is the ancient art of paper folding that 

transforms two-dimensional (2D) flat sheets into complex three-dimensional (3D) geometrical 

objects through delicate crease patterning and coordinated folding. Origami has received significant 
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interests in diverse fields because of its excellent 3D shaping ability and simple tailoring of topology 

[18–23]. Particularly, origami provides two powerful features to tailor mechanical properties: structural 

reconfigurability and structural multistability. On one hand, origami folding is an effective way to 

reconfigure the shape and alter the underlying topology. For example, the well-studied Miura-ori 

tessellation is generalized to organize arbitrary smooth heterogeneously curved surfaces [24]; and 

modular origami technique offers architected materials with extraordinary re-configurability so that 

a wide range of qualitatively different characteristics can be obtained [25]. On the other hand, 

bistability and multistability have been identified in certain origami patterns such that by switching 

among different stable states the structural mechanical properties can be reversibly reprogrammed 

[26–30]. In addition to these, the scale independence of origami folding further expands its applicability 

in metamaterial development; one pattern can be scaled up to architecture size [31,32] or scaled down 

to a nanometric level [33,34] without altering the basic folding-induced properties. 

In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a new mechanism to achieve programmability in 

origami-based metamaterials. Here rather than relying on structural multistability, a self-locking-

based strengthening mechanism is employed to tune the kinematical and mechanical properties. 

Note that the current state of the art of origami engineering mainly centralized on flat-foldable 

origamis because they could significantly reduce the size and volume of the structure and therefore 

facilitate packaging and transportation; however, flat-foldable origamis account for a very small 

portion of the origami library. For example, in the simplest degree-4 vertex origami family, flat-

foldable patterns (including the well-studied Miura-ori [35,36]) only cover very limited design space; 

the majority of 4-vertex origamis are non-flat-foldable [37,38]. Instead of being folded flat, they will 

“self-lock” at a non-flat configuration prescribed by the crease pattern [38]. Hence it is interesting to 

explore whether the broader design library of non-flat-foldable origamis would provide new bases 
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for creating reconfigurable metamaterials, and whether the additional “locking” would become a 

new tool other than multistability to program mechanical properties. Nevertheless, the research on 

exploiting the mechanical properties of non-flat-foldable origamis is still largely nonexistent. 

To advance the state of the art, in this research we focus on a representative non-flat-foldable 

degree-4 vertex origami, the single-collinear (SC) pattern, and combine experiments with finite 

element (FE) analyses alongside analytical models to explore a reconfigurable origami metamaterial, 

whose stiffness can be discretely programmed and tuned through the locking of constituent cells. 

Under the ideal rigid-foldable assumption, the SC origami would self-lock at prescribed configuration, 

therefore offering extra design freedom beyond the traditional Miura-ori to program the 

metamaterial’s foldability and relative density. While for a practical non-rigid SC origami, its 

deformation involves two qualitatively different modes: the pre-locking folding and the post-locking 

pressing. The fundamental difference between the two modes lies in the origin of the stiffness. In 

the folding mode, the origami exhibits relatively low stiffness that comes from the bending of the 

crease; while in the pressing mode, the origami will have much higher stiffness that is attributed to 

the bending or twisting of the origami facets. Hence, when switching between the two modes, the 

structural stiffness experiences a significant jump, giving rise to a two-segment piecewise profile. 

The stiffness-jump property is generalized by connecting multiple SC cells in series into a 

metamaterial, whose stiffness can take different values corresponding to different locking 

configurations. We show that the stiffness can be reversibly programmed via either passive or active 

switching of the constituent cells’ deformation modes. Finally, we demonstrate that the locking-

induced piecewise stiffness additionally endows the metamaterials with unique dynamic 

characteristics, highlighting its broad range of potential applications in morphing and vibration 

control. 
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The concept of self-locking origami mechanical metamaterials is shown in Figure 1a-c, where the 

basic constituent element is a degree-4 vertex origami cell with a single pair of collinear creases (i.e., 

an SC cell). In rigid origami, the cell is composed of four inflexible zero-thickness parallelograms that 

are connected by four creases. The vertex is the point where four creases intersect. The geometry of 

an SC cell can be characterized by two collinear crease lengths 1 2,  a a , two zig-zag crease lengths 

1 2,  b b , and two sector angles 1 2,     (Figure 1a). Without loss of generality, we assume 

10 / 2    and 1 2 1      . Rigid folding of an SC cell is a one degree-of-freedom (DoF) 

motion, which will stop at a non-flat configuration due to the binding of facets ‘I’ and ‘II’ (since 

1 2  ) [39]. Such a  
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Figure 1. Kinematics of self-locking origami mechanical metamaterials. a) Geometry and self-locking of an 

SC cell, where the collinear creases are denoted. It can be homogeneously constructed into b) a 2D SC 

sheet and c) 3D SC blocks (nested-in and bulged-out configurations), which inherit the self-locking 

capability. By applying external forces, the SC origami cell, sheet, and blocks can fold effectively from a 

flat state (stage ‘I’) to a partially folded state (stage ‘II’) and finally self-lock at stage ‘III’ because two or 

more facets bind together. The arrow with double strokes indicates the limiting of further deformation in 

that direction. With SC designs, a large range of d) the deformability   and e) the normalized relative 

volume 
SL
ˆ1/   (i.e., the reciprocal of the normalized density) at the self-locking configuration can be 

achieved by programming the sector angles 
1  and 

2 ; here the 3D cell is stacked by two identical SC 

cells, and  
2 1/ 1b b  . In d) and e) the symmetric part corresponding to 

2/ 2     is omitted. 

phenomenon is named as “self-locking.” As the constituent element, the SC cell can be periodically 

repeated in two directions into a 2D sheet (Figure 1b). Moreover, two SC cells satisfying 

compatibility constraints (Section IA, Supporting information) can be stacked into a 3D cell (in 

nested-in or bulged-out configurations), which can be further tessellated in three directions into a 

3D block (Figure 1c). For simplicity and without loss of generality, this paper only considers the case 

that the 3D cell is in bulged-out configuration. If assuming ideal kinematic constraints at the 

connections between two SC cells or two 3D cells, the 2D sheets and 3D blocks remain a single DoF 

for folding and preserve self-locking capability; their folding kinematics and self-locking behaviors 

are completely determined by the constituent SC cells.  

The kinematics of a rigid SC cell depends on both the crease lengths and the sector angles. Here 

we focus on two important kinematic quantities: one is the SC cell or the 3D cell’s foldability ( ) 

defined as the ratio between the maximum foldable length ( maxL ) and the maximum length ( 0L ), 

i.e., max max/L L   , where max max SLL L L   , and SLL  is the length at the self-locking 

configuration; the other is the 3D cell’s relative density (  ) defined as the ratio between the mass 

of all facets (m ) and the enclosed volume (V ), i.e., /m V   (Section IA, Supporting Information). 

As an example, we study a 3D cell composed of two identical SC cells, with 2 1/ 1b b  . Figures 1d and 
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1e illustrate the effects of the sector angles 1  and 2  on the deformability   and the reciprocal of 

the normalized density at the self-locking configuration ( SL
ˆ1/  ) (see other cases with 2 1/ 2b b   

and 2 1/ 0.5b b   in Figure S3 and S4, Supporting information). It reveals that the SC pattern 

possesses much wider design space than the traditional Miura-ori for metamaterial development, 

where the latter only occupies the diagonal 1 2  , a degenerate case of the SC design. Figures 1d 

and 1e also reveal a large range of achievable   and SL̂ ; while on the contrary   and SL̂  are not 

programmable for the Miura-ori designs. Therefore, by tailoring the design parameters ( 1a , 2a , 1b , 

2b , and 1 2,    ), one has a large space to regulate the metamaterials’ foldability and relative density. 

We remark here that in addition to the above homogeneous tessellation based on a single type 

of SC cell, self-locking origami metamaterials can also be heterogeneously constructed based on 

multiple different flat-foldable Miura-ori cells. With geometry constraints, two Miura-ori cells can be 

connected together and remain a single DoF for folding. At the connection between two Miura-ori 

cells, a new SC cell is generated, which prevents the overall hybrid origami from folding flat, i.e., the 

hybrid origami receives extra self-locking ability. More details on the kinematics and advantages of 

heterogeneously-constructed self-locking origami can be found in Section IB, Supporting Information.   

Proof-of-concept self-locking origami prototypes can be fabricated with different materials via 

different methods. As examples, we fabricate four prototypes of the 3D stacked SC cell, namely, an 

assembled steel prototype, a 3D-printed Flexible Photoreactive Resin (FPR) prototype, a 3D-printed 

Elasto Plastic (EP) prototype, and a silicone elastomer prototype (based on soft lithography 

technique) (Figure 2a, detailed prototyping materials and procedures can be found in Section IIA, 

Supporting Information). In the steel prototype, the facets and creases are very thin, and the steel 
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facets are much stiffer than the polyethylene creases so that rigid folding can be well ensured before 

self-locking. In the 3D-printed prototypes and the silicone elastomer prototype, the facets are 

designed to be 5mm in thickness, and the creases are much thinner than the facets (e.g.: 1, 2, or 

3mm) to facilitate folding. To prevent stress concentration, the transitions between facets and 

creases are smoothed, and the vertices are perforated. Note that in practice, using one material to 

prototype based on 3D-printing or soft lithography techniques is desirable. However, in these 

prototypes, the crease and facet thicknesses cannot be ignored, and the stiffness difference 

between facets and creases may not be significant enough such that zero-thickness and rigid-folding 

kinematics cannot be fully assumed. 
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Figure 2. Prototypes of 3D SC cells and their mechanical responses under compressions. a) From left to 

the right showing the steel prototype, the 3D-printed EP prototype, FPR prototype, and the silicone 

elastomer prototype. The force-deformation curves (top) and the linearly-fitted stiffness (bottom) of b) 

the steel prototype, c) the EP prototype (with collinear-crease thickness 1 mm), and d) the FPR 

prototypes (with collinear-crease thickness 1 mm, 2mm, and 3mm, respectively) are given, where the 

solid curves and the shaded bands denote the averages and standard deviations of four tests, 

respectively. The coefficient of determination (R2) is given for each case. e) The von Mises stress 

distribution of an EP model obtained from FE analyses, where the collinear creases are 2-mm in thickness.   

Note that under compression, an ideal rigid origami cannot be compressed after reaching the 

self-locking point. However practically, the prototypes’ materials have flexibility such that they can 

be further deformed after locking. Hence in addition to kinematics, we also investigate the 

mechanical property changes induced by self-locking through experiments and FE analysis, with the 

3D cells as examples in the follow-up studies. We first perform displacement-controlled compression 

tests on the steel prototype, the EP prototype, and the FPR prototypes; the obtained force-

deformation curves are displayed in Figures 2b~2d, respectively. A common characteristic is 

revealed in these tests that when passing through the self-locking point, the force-deformation 

curves show significant changes of slopes. Linear regression analyses indicate that such slope 

increases correspond to the jumps of equivalent stiffness. If defining   as the ratio between the 

post-locking stiffness and the pre-locking stiffness, we have steel 32.5   for the steel prototype, 

EP 2.9   for the EP prototype, and 
FPR_1mm 4.6  , 

FPR_2mm 2.9  , 
FPR_3mm 2.0   for the FPR 

prototypes with collinear-crease thickness 1 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm, respectively.  The essence of 

these stiffness jumps lies in the different origins of stiffness in the pre-locking and post-locking 

deformation modes. In the pre-locking mode, the cell’s deformation mainly comes from folding, and 

the stiffness mainly originates from the bending stiffness of the creases. While in post-locking mode, 

folding is largely prohibited by the binding of certain facets; in addition to crease bending, the 

origami facets will also be bent or twisted, giving rise to a noticeable increase of stiffness. This is 
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evident from the FE analysis on the FPR model, where under displacement-controlled compression 

the stress distribution gradually extends from the creases to the facets and becomes significant after 

self-locking (Figure 2e). Hence after self-locking further compressive deformation will be constrained 

by the relatively higher stiffness, providing that the deformation does not exceed the limit for 

mechanical or material failure. 

Experiments also indicate that the pre-locking and post-locking stiffness values depend on the 

crease and facet materials been used. For example, the pre-locking stiffness of the steel prototype is 

relatively low because of the flexible creases made of polyethylene films and pre-bent spring-steel 

stripes; whereas the post-locking stiffness receives a more than 30 times increase that results from 

the rigid steel facets. For another example, the pre-locking and post-locking stiffness of the EP 

prototype are much higher than those of the FPR prototype (with the same geometry) because the 

elasto plastics is much more rigid than the flexible photoreactive resin (see material characterization 

in Section IIB, Supporting Information). Moreover, the relationship between the stiffness values and 

the crease thickness is revealed through experiments and numerical analysis. Figure 2d illustrates 

that by increasing the thickness of the collinear creases of the 3D cells, both the pre-locking and 

post-locking stiffness of the FRP prototype enjoys certain growth; while the corresponding stiffness 

jump ratio decreases instead because the facet thickness is constant and the locking-induced 

stiffness-increases remain largely unchanged. These findings enable us to effectively program the 

pre-locking and post-locking stiffness via tuning the geometries and materials of the creases or 

facets. Details on the experiments and FE analyses can be found in Section IIC and Section IIIA, 

Supporting Information. 
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With the locking-induced stiffness jump in a single 3D cell, a reasonable hypothesis is that if 

several self-locking cells with the same geometry but different stiffness profiles are connected in 

series, a piecewise stiffness with multiple stiffness segments can be achieved because of multiple 

asynchronous self-locking. Here we remark that if the cells are connected under ideal kinematic 

constraints, all cells will fold following kinematics and will self-lock simultaneously, giving rise to only 

one stiffness jump. However, in a non-ideal scenario where weak kinematic constraint, or 

particularly, no kinematic constraint is applied to the connections, the constituent cells are no longer 

kinematically related. Their folding and locking are independent and could be asynchronous, and 

multiple-segment piecewise stiffness can thus be achieved; this is manifested by experiments and FE 

analyses. In the experiment, we connect three layers of FPR prototypes in series (namely, layer #1, 

#2, and #3 from top to bottom); each layer consists of two cells with the same geometry (see the 

inset of Figure 3a; the collinear-crease thickness of the cells in layers #1, #2, and #3 is 1 mm, 2 mm, 

and 3mm, respectively, and all the other creases are of the same thickness, 1 mm), and they are 

assembled with rigid plates in opposite orientations to ensure stability. The plates in  
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Figure 3. Experiments, FE analyses, and equivalent models of the multi-layer self-locking metamaterial. a) 

In a passive compression process, experiments and FE analyses reveal a four-segment piecewise stiffness 

profile, where the solid curves and the shaded bands denote the averages and standard deviations of 
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four tests, respectively. b) By actively locking certain cells prior, new locking configuration and new 

stiffness values can be achieved during compressing. c) Photos of the three-layer metamaterial under 

displacement-controlled compression, where the locking points are indicated by arrows. d) The 

equivalent spring models. e) Stiffness values obtained from experiments (circles) and FE analyses 

(squares) corresponding to the eight different configurations. Solid and dashed lines denote the 

experiment-based and FE-based target stiffness, respectively. All the stiffness values are normalized with 

respect to the stiffness at the non-locking configuration ‘0’.  

neighboring layers are rigidly connected, while the prototypes in neighboring layers are not 

kinematically constrained so that their folding and locking are independent to each other. Hence, 

when being compressed, deformation of the three-layer prototype is no longer 1-DoF; rather, due to 

force balance among layers, the cells in layer #1 first self-lock and enter the pressing mode due to 

their relatively low pre-locking stiffness, and then the cells in layer #2 and layer #3 self-lock 

successively (Figure 3c). Figure 3a reports the experimental and FE force-deformation curves during 

a displacement-controlled compression test. By identifying the locking points in experiments and 

numerical analyses, the force-deformation curve is divided into four segments (i.e., no lock, layer #1 

locks, layers #1, 2 lock, and layers #1, 2, 3 lock) with different slopes, which correspond to four 

stiffness segments with gradually increasing values.  

In addition to the piecewise stiffness obtained in the above passive compression process, the 

three-layer metamaterial could exhibit other stiffness values if the locking configuration of each 

constituent cell can be actively controlled. To show this potential, in FE analyses we first lock the 

cells in layer #2, layer #3, or layers #2 and #3 by applying a compressive force so that the 

corresponding cells stay in the pressing mode, and then proceed to compress the model through 

displacement control. Figure 3b shows the force-deformation curves and the linearly-fitted stiffness, 

where new locking configurations that cannot be achieved in the passive compression process are 

observed, such as layer #2 locks prior to layers #1 and #3. These new configurations thus correspond 
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to new stiffness values. Details on the multi-layer experiments and FE analyses can be found in 

Section IIC and IIIB, Supporting Information. 

To better understand the nature of the programmable stiffness observed in our experiments 

and FE analyses, an equivalent spring model is developed (Figure 3d). A single self-locking cell can be 

modeled by two linear springs connected with a rigid plate. The two springs are of different lengths 

and different stiffness. Their length difference represents the foldable length determined by the 

origami geometry; the longer spring stiffness 1k  denotes the pre-locking stiffness originates from 

crease bending, whereas the shorter spring stiffness 2k  indicates the stiffness increase coming from 

the bending or twisting of the facets (generally, 1 2k k ). Hence at the beginning stage of 

compression, the longer spring is compressed, corresponding to the pre-locking folding mode with 

stiffness 1k ; then the shorter spring will be contacted, and after that both springs take effect, 

corresponding to the post-locking pressing mode with an increased stiffness 1 2k k . Such a single-

cell model can be connected in series, e.g., Figure 3d also shows a n-layer model, where the 

constituent layers are identical in geometry but different in spring stiffness values (for layer i, the 

longer and shorter spring stiffness are 1ik  and 2ik , respectively, i=1, 2, ..., n). Theoretically, based on 

whether each constituent cell stays in the folding mode or the pressing mode, the n-layer model 

possesses 2n  different locking configurations, corresponding to 2n  stiffness values providing that 

the constituent cells’ stiffness profiles are prior obtained (see Section IVA, Supporting Information). 

Furthermore, these target stiffness is achievable and on-line controllable by strategically switching 

the modes of the constituent cells through passive or active means. As an example, Figure 3e 

displays the eight locking configurations of the three-layer prototype and the corresponding target 
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stiffness, as well as the stiffness resulting from experiments and FE analysis. This excellent in-situ 

stiffness tunning capability well illustrates the power of self-locking. 

Our combined experimental and numerical results indicate that by exploiting the self-locking 

origami in design, the metamaterial would be equipped with limiting-stopper functionality. That is, 

within the permitted range, the compressive deformation can be easily achieved by folding because 

of the low pre-locking stiffness; while beyond the range, further deformation will be limited by high 

post-locking stiffness. Such limiting-stopper effect is desirable in shape morphing applications, 

where the shape changing process need to be realized via low actuation, while the target 

configuration (i.e., the locked configuration) calls for high carrying capacity and the ability to limit 

excessive deformations. Moreover, the abovementioned excellent programmability of self-locking 

origami offers the limiting-stopper with strong tunability. The permissible deformation can be 

tailored via altering the geometry design of SC cells, or more preferably, through adjusting the 

composition of Miura-ori cells in a heterogeneous construction; and the effect of the stopper can be 

controlled by tunning the pre-locking and post-locking stiffness through crease and facet material 

selection. In addition to constraining compressive deformations, the limiting-stopper functionality 

can also be extended to bi-directional via connecting two pre-compressed origami components 

(Figure 4a). The bi-directional limiting can be symmetric or asymmetric in terms of the permissible 

range and the stopping effect. 
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Figure 4. Static limiting-stopper effect and its dynamic characteristics. a) A schematic illustration of the 

self-locking origami metamaterial with bi-directional limiting-stopper effect; insets show the 

configurations of heterogeneously-constructed self-locking origamis. The arrow with double strokes 

indicates the limiting of further deformation in that direction. b) Schematic illustrations of a bi-directional 

limiting-stopper under base excitations and its equivalent dynamic model. c) The relative amplitude-

frequency response (left) and characteristic time-histories (right) of the lumped mass under harmonic 

base excitations. The base excitation amplitude is 2mm. The right-top and right-bottom show the low-

amplitude and high-amplitude time histories of the relative displacement at excitation frequency 17.0 Hz. 

While the above reported results all fall in the static realm, the locking induced piecewise 

stiffness can further trigger extraordinary dynamics when subjected to periodic excitations. For 

example, Figure 4b shows a lumped mass that is connected to the base via a self-locking 

metamaterial with bi-directional limiting-stopper functionality; the base is subjected to harmonic 

base excitation. The system can be equivalently described by a single DoF lumped mass model with 

piecewise stiffness profile. Figure 4c shows the relative amplitude-frequency responses of the 

system (details on the dynamic analyses can be found in Section V, Supporting Information). Results 
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from numerical analyses are denoted by grey shadow, with the light and dark grey representing the 

coexisting responses with high and low amplitudes at the same excitation frequency, respectively. 

The responses are also predictable by using the method of averaging (solid curves), where the 

unstable solutions and bifurcation point are represented by dashed lines and diamond marker, 

respectively. Both numerical and approximation analyses clearly illustrate a dynamically bistable 

region where both high-amplitude and low-amplitude responses are possible. Comparing with the 

corresponding linear system (dotted curve), the self-locking metamaterial exhibit a much wider band 

of high-amplitude responses, which can be utilized for broadening the effective bandwidth of 

vibration absorption [40] or energy harvesting [41]. On the other hand, in the linear resonance zone, 

surprisingly, the amplitude is significantly depressed, which has the potential to be exploited for 

vibration isolation [42].  

It is worth noting that other origami locking mechanisms have also been proposed, which can 

be categorized into two major types. In the first type, locking is achieved by contacting or assembling 

of additional mechanical locking elements, including alignment features and locking latches [43], as 

well as angle lock layers [44]. In the other type, active-material based locking mechanisms, such as 

surface-tension-driven liquid locking hinges [19,45,46] and shape memory composites [47], are employed 

for fixing the structure at a specific configuration. Our approach shows fundamental differences and 

advantages over the prior art, mainly in two aspects. First, previous locking mechanisms only aimed 

at fixing the origami structure at specified configuration during folding, our approach can meanwhile 

significantly alter the mechanical stiffness and dynamical responses. Second, the presented facet-

binding based locking mechanism neither calls for additional mechanical locking elements nor needs 

active materials, which simplifies the design and improves the overall robustness. 
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In conclusion, we have combined experiments and numerical analyses to demonstrate that the 

non-flat-foldable origamis provide a new platform for the design of metamaterial with 

programmable kinematic and mechanical properties. The programmability originates from the 

locking and reconfiguration of the non-flat-foldable origami. Specifically, we have shown that the SC 

cell, a typical self-locking origami, could significantly expand the geometry design space so that the 

corresponding metamaterial’s foldability and relative density can be programmed in a wide range. 

Moreover, under compression the SC origami exhibits a jump of stiffness because of the switch of 

deformation modes, yielding a piecewise linear stiffness profile. This is verified by our proof-of-

concept prototypes made of different materials via different methods and FE analysis. Importantly, 

the constituent self-locking cells with the same crease pattern but different piecewise stiffness 

profiles can be connected in series with no kinematic constraint so that locking of the cells will 

happen asynchronously under compression, generating a multi-segment piecewise stiffness. The 

stiffness can also be on-line controlled via strategically locking the constituent cells if active folding 

mechanism is embedded. The self-locking origami metamaterial proposed here presents two main 

differences with respect to the existing origami metamaterial: first, unlike the rigid-foldable origami, 

here both the origami geometry and the composition materials play roles in achieving the target 

stiffness; second, the stiffness programmability does not originate from structural multistability but 

from a strengthening mechanism induced by self-locking. Additionally, while the current origami 

research mainly locates in the kinematics and statics realms, this research demonstrates that the 

locking-induced piecewise could also trigger nonconventional dynamics under harmonic excitations, 

including a low amplitude response at the liner-resonance zone and broad bandwidth of high 

amplitude response. Last but not least, while here the studies are based on prototypes at centimeter 

scale made of limited types of material, the proposed design can be extended to different material 
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and scales. For example, by using photolithography for patterning and electrodeposition for 

fabrication, the facets and creases can be scaled down to 15 μm and 1.5μm, respectively [45]; the high 

precision of e-lithography can further reduce the origami size to nano-meter level [34]. As such, our 

study provides new opportunities for designing mechanical metamaterials and metastructures 

capable of achieving customizable kinematical, mechanical and dynamical properties with tunable 

piecewise stiffness profiles that can be of particular interest for potential applications in morphing, 

vibration control, and energy harvesting. 
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An origami mechanical metamaterials with programmable locking-induced piecewise stiffness is 

demonstrated for the first time. The kinematical and mechanical properties of the metamaterial can 

be strategically tuned by switching the deformation mode of constituent cells between pre-locking 

folding and post-locking pressing. The capabilities demonstrated here present new paths for 

achieving programmability in metamaterials and metastructures.  
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